Quiz Stuff

Use a full sheet of 8½x11" paper. (Half sheet? Half credit!)

Put your last name and NetID in the far upper left hand corner, like this. (Yes, it's OK to write left of that red line on the paper!)

Mitchell, whm

There is no need to write out questions. Number responses if you'd like, but that's not required.

Save time by keeping answers short.

Each question is worth one point; five points total, and one point of extra credit.

You'll have 3 minutes on this quiz.
1. The text below is describing an element's ___________. (two words)
   "The children of this element should be a paragraph element and
   two **img** elements."

2. The text below is describing an element's ___________. (one or two words)
   "This element is palpable content and phrasing content."

3. Name an element considered to be phrasing content. Name one that's not.

4. What's one visual characteristic of an element that has block display?
   Name an element that has block display.

5. An exercise in HFHC chapter 1 required you to fill in about 15-20 words on
   a special type of form. What did the authors call that exercise (or what did it
   look like)?

6. Tell me something non-trivial you learned from the Unicode article cited last
   lecture. (One point of extra credit. No credit for author's name!) Or, write a
   joke or riddle that somehow connects with the course material.